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• What is Fleet Management? 

The administration of logistics and transportation vehicles is known as fleet 

management. It encompasses a range of commercial motor vehicles, including trucks, 

vans, ships, and automobiles. 

Truck financing, truck maintenance, vehicle telematics (location tracking and analytics), 

driver management and monitoring, asset tracking, speed management, fuel 

management, and health and safety management are just a few of the many functions 

that can be included in fleet management. 

Fleet management aids in lowering personnel and total transportation costs, 

improving productivity, and removing or minimising hazards related to vehicle 

investment. Both an internal fleet-management department and an external fleet-

management supplier can implement these functionalities. 

Trip planning, vehicle repair and upkeep, fuel management, and driver task 

distribution are all aspects of transport management. 

The task of fleet management includes dealing with a number of facets, including 

coordinating, facilitating the transportation industry, and managing transportation-

related activities. Through efficient use of resources including trucks and trailers, 

diesel fuel, spare parts, regular maintenance of vehicles, and many other aspects of 

fleet management, successful fleet management lowers the entire cost of the logistics 

industry. 

The term "fleet" no longer only refers to standard company cars and vans. Corporate 

responsibility now includes allowing employees to use their personal vehicles for 

work-related purposes, as well as cash-for-car programmes, vehicle pools, or any 

combination of the aforementioned. To safeguard the firm, its employees, and the 

wider public (including users and consumers of services provided by the fleet 

operator/manager), appropriate policies and specific packages are needed in each 

scenario. Running a fleet is a complicated area where expert guidance can yield and 
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result in big benefits and in a position where failing to do enough could cost the 

company dearly. 

 

• What do fleet management departments do? 

1. Compliance and training for drivers 

In accordance with local, regional, or federal compliance regulations, this can involve 

general administration, driving licence reviews, data preservation, compliance 

reporting, and driver teaching. 

2. Fleet upkeep 

Fleet management is the administration of procedures and regulations intended to 

maintain company cars in a safe and dependable functioning state in order to 

safeguard the drivers and residual value. 

3. Budgeting and contract management 

The practise of fleet management is centred on contract negotiations for new vehicles 

and equipment, vehicle replacement predictions, disposing of out-of-service vehicles 

and equipment, and managing fleet contracts for parts, repair, and fuel. 

4. Fuel administration 

Fuel kinds like gasoline, natural gas, and electric energy, as well as the repair and 

related compliance procedures linked with them, are managed by fleet managers. 

5. Route planning and enhancement 

Route design and vehicle allocation, creating customised zones, evaluating missed or 

out-of-order stops, comparing planned versus actual arrival times and stop duration, 

and viewing travel time and time spent in defined zones are all parts of route planning 

and optimization. These tasks are done to increase fleet productivity. 
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• Types of fleet management 
 

Fleet management software like Geotab is used by companies and organisations from 

a wide range of industries, both large and small, to track and manage various vehicle 

types, including passenger cars, trucks, planes, off-road construction vehicles, and 

more. They also work in a variety of sectors, including emergency services, oil and gas, 

transportation, sales, and service. 

The administration of a company's fleet of vehicles may be handled internally or by an 

outside fleet management firm. Companies that manage fleets offer a variety of 

services, including: 
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Figure 1- Services provided by different types of fleet management companies 
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• How Does Fleet Management Works? 
Fundamentally, fleet management is the same for any company that rents or buys a 

fleet of cars. Fleet management involves the following fundamental tactics in order to 

maintain effective and efficient operations: 

 

 

 

The need to lower total cost of ownership, enforce driver safety regulations, lower risk, 

and boost productivity is ever-present. As a result, fleet managers make use of 

telematics, data analytics, and software that can assist them in overcoming the various 

business difficulties they encounter.  

  

Figure 2-Fleet Management Systems 
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• Systems in Fleet Management. 
A software platform known as a fleet management system enables administrators to 

track and oversee technicians and vehicles. These technologies can assist with 

corporate planning, real-time insights and analytics, and keeping track of important 

performance data. 

When employing a fleet management system, managers get real-time information on 

a variety of topics, including vehicle availability, delivery updates, accumulated on-

road hours, weather alerts, and tactical route alterations. Telematics, a method, is 

used to accomplish this. 

The integrated use of information and communications technology is referred to as 

telematics. Through telecommunications gear, the technology may send, receive, and 

save information to automobiles. The in-vehicle communication system, services, and 

programmes utilised in automobiles with GPS are known as telematics. 

• The role of telematics in fleet management 
In order to send data to software platforms, telematics is frequently incorporated into 

fleets via vehicle on-board diagnostic (OBD) ports. Telematics can be used to promote 

safer, more environmentally friendly driving practises and affect adherence to fleet 

standards. Furthermore, telematics can: 

• Enhance customer service by using trip reporting, dispatching, and routing with 

real-time GPS tracking. 

• In-car driver coaching, risk and driver behaviour reporting, crash notifications, 

accident reconstruction, and location tracking for lost or stolen equipment are all 

services that should be offered. 

• Remote diagnostics and predictive maintenance can be used to speed up 

maintenance. 

• Manage your fuel use by keeping an eye on your idling and other driving behaviours. 

• With simple solutions for electronic tracking, hours of service (HOS), and driver 

vehicle inspection reporting, compliance may be made easier (DVIR). 
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• design new applications or integrate existing software systems, such as CRM 

software or onboard cameras. 

• Manage electric vehicles (EVs) while lowering the fleet's carbon emissions and 

environmental effect. 

• What is Fleet Management System? 
Using computer or cloud-based software, fleet management software (FMS) enables 

an individual or group to handle the duties involved in maintaining a fleet of vehicles. 

These particular tasks include everything from buying vehicles to getting rid of them. 

Fleet data collection, storage, processing, monitoring, reporting, manipulation, and 

export are the main goals of fleet management software. Through reporting and 

analytics, fleet management software may measure fleet performance and provide 

metrics reports. Vehicle, driver, maintenance, incident management, and task 

tracking are all specific duties that fleet management software can keep track of. 

FMS is intended to improve and streamline a fleet's end-to-end management and 

automation. 

 

Figure 3- Image of Fleet Management Software 
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Fleet managers can employ telematics to build clever solutions to accomplish, 

automate, and enhance the following: 

• Oversee the planning of the route. 

• Make sure that drivers obey the rules. 

• Get alerts about maintenance that has to be done beforehand. 

• Cut back on gasoline, maintenance, and idling expenses. 

• Control the use of the resources. 

• Ensure that the driver complies with all rules and regulations. 

• Aims to reduce carbon footprint. 

• Electric Fleet Management. 
Battery electric cars (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are examples 

of the EVs that companies manage in their fleets (PHEVs). Fleet managers can 

monitor EVs and gas-powered vehicles on the same platform thanks to telematics 

software. 

Examples of measuring metrics for electric vehicles include: 

• Use of fuel and EV energy 

• Battery charge for an electric vehicle 

 EV battery deterioration tool gives us a sense of a use case and to compare the 

battery life of various EV brands and models, which is important information for fleet 

managers to comprehend. 

• What is the future of fleet Management? 
The field of fleet management is developing as technology advances. It is not just 

adopting sustainability as a crucial tracking indicator, but it is also becoming more 

sensitive to client demands for technological innovation and simplicity of use. As 

time goes on, we'll start to notice more development in: 
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• Blockchain technology: Blockchain decentralises and disseminates data, adding 

anonymity to boost security while making it simple for enterprises to obtain the 

data they need. 

• Mobility as a service: This customer-focused model of mobility can be used in the 

transportation sector as well. It is a real-time, on-demand platform that can 

combine any number of transportation options and provides customers with 

everything from trip planning to payment. 

• Keyless entry for vehicles: Customers and staff can easily access shared vehicles 

at the push of a button or through the use of an app thanks to digital keys like 

Geotab Keyless. Fleets now have more chances to maximise the use of their cars 

as a result. 

• Sustainable vehicle solutions: As the globe starts to shift more in the direction of 

sustainable solutions, new EV makes and models are being introduced for a wider 

range of applications. Accessing the ideal EVs for your fleet's needs, from electric 

long-haul trucks to extra consumer models, will soon be simpler than ever. 

• Although autonomous vehicles may still seem like a distant possibility, trucking 

has the potential to benefit from them because of the consistency of highway 

traffic patterns. 

Fleet managers have access to reporting on vehicle diagnostics, asset tracking, and 

understanding of driver behaviour thanks to telematics. With the use of this 

information, fleet managers may better understand their industry and make 

innovative plans for the future. 


